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We consider quantum many-body dynamics under quantum measurements, where the
measurement-induced phase transitions (MIPs) occur when changing the frequency of the measure-
ment. In this work, we consider the robustness of the MIP for long-range interaction that decays
as r−α with distance r. The effects of long-range interactions are classified into two regimes: (i)
the MIP is observed (α > αc), and (ii) the MIP is absent even for arbitrarily strong measurements
(α < αc). Using fermion models, we demonstrate both regimes in integrable and non-integrable
cases. We identify the underlying mechanism and propose sufficient conditions to observe the MIP,
that is, α > d/2 + 1 for general bilinear systems and α > d + 1 for general non-integrable systems
(d: spatial dimension). Numerical calculation indicates that these conditions are optimal.

Introduction.— Understanding the general properties
and finding new phenomena regarding the time evolution
of quantum entanglement in quantum many-body sys-
tems is a critical subject in physics. Recently, novel dy-
namic phase transitions in quantum entanglement have
been discovered in the presence of quantum measure-
ments [1–22]. In general, the bipartite entanglement en-
tropy of isolated systems grows over time and eventually
reaches the order of the system size. Conversely, pro-
jective quantum measurements suppress entanglement
growth, such as in the quantum Zeno effect under contin-
uous measurement [23]. As a result of this competition,
with increasing measurement amplitude (frequency) in
non-integrable systems, the bipartite entanglement en-
tropy in the long-time limit shows a transition from the
order of the system size (the volume law phase) to the
order of the boundary area (the area law phase). This
phenomenon is now referred to as measurement-induced
phase transition (MIP).

MIPs have been intensively studied in various systems,
such as quantum circuit models [1–15], cold atomic sys-
tems [16–19], and quantum spin systems [21, 22]. We
emphasize that the MIP generally occurs irrespective
of integrability/non-integrability. It has been recently
found that free-fermion systems also show the MIP, i.e.,
a transition between the phase of the entanglement en-
tropy with the order of the logarithmic system size (the
sub-volume law phase) and the area law phase [19]. The
MIP is believed to be a ubiquitous phenomenon in iso-
lated many-body quantum systems.

In this paper, we consider the MIP in long-range in-
teracting systems to understand the mechanism more
deeply. Here, long-range interaction means that the am-
plitude of interaction decays as r−α, where r is the dis-
tance between particles (see also [24]). As conceptually
established in statistical mechanics [25], phase transitions
generally depend on the interaction range, dimensional-
ity, and types of interactions. Various studies have shown
that physical properties change qualitatively under long-
range interactions. Examples include the static proper-
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FIG. 1. Schematic of findings. We consider fermion systems
with long-range interactions, where each site is constantly
measured by the amplitude (frequency) γ. The function γc(α)
is the critical measurement amplitude (see Fig. 3 (b) for the
free fermion case). In the regime α < αc, the MIP does not
exist. See Statement 1 for sufficient conditions of α for the
existence of the MIP.

ties of the equilibrium phase [26–28], ground state [29–
32], and dynamic properties [33–39]. Thus, it is natu-
ral to ask whether long-range interactions influence the
physics of MIP.

The long-range interaction immediately propagates the
quantum information to particles with arbitrary dis-
tances, and hence, the entanglement growth should be
enhanced. From this viewpoint, one anticipates nontriv-
ial competition between quantum measurement and long-
range interaction strength. We here address the following
questions: (i) is there a possibility for the absence of the
MIP ?; and (ii) what are the conditions for the existence
of the MIP ?

The primary obstacle to addressing these questions lies
in the fact that the dynamics under quantum measure-
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ments are highly nonlinear [23], which makes the analyses
difficult even numerically. We note that simple Clifford
circuit models have been employed in many studies so
far to overcome this difficulty[1, 2, 4–6, 12–15]. Following
this spirit, we use a simple toy model to grasp the essence.
We start with a simple fermion model to address question
(i). We then identify the physical mechanism to make a
statement applicable to generic systems addressing ques-
tion (ii), where sufficient conditions to observe the MIP
in generic systems are proposed. Then, we obtain several
physical pictures, as summarized schematically in Fig. 1.

Model .— To obtain the essential physics of the effect
of long-range interaction in the MIP, we consider the fol-
lowing simple long-range Hamiltonian:

H =

L∑
j=1

L/2∑
r=1

1

rα

[
−c†j+rcj − c†jcj+r + V nj+rnj

]
, (1)

where cj and c†j are the annihilation and creation op-

erators of the spinless fermion at site j, and nj = c†jcj ,
respectively. The parameter α is the degree of long-range
interaction. We impose the periodic boundary condition
for the total system size L, that is, cj+L = cj . We set
the Neel state to the initial state, that is, ψ(t = 0) =∏L/2
i=1 c

†
2i−1|vac〉, where |vac〉 is the vacuum state. Note

that the total number of fermions is fixed at L/2 at all
times. We perform a quantum measurement uniformly
for all sites with a finite measurement amplitude (fre-
quency) γ. Then, the time evolution of the wave func-
tion is described by the standard quantum jump process
[18, 23], that is,

d|ψ(t)〉 = −iH|ψ(t)〉dt

+

L∑
j=1

[
c†jcj |ψ(t)〉√
〈ψ(t)|nj |ψ(t)

− |ψ(t)〉
]
dwj(t) , (2)

where dwj(t) takes 0 or 1 obeying the site-independent
Poisson process, that is, 〈〈dwj(t)〉〉 = γdt. Here, 〈〈...〉〉 is
the noise average. As a result of the measurement pro-
cess, there are many trajectories of the wave functions
starting from the fixed initial state. Hence, we need to
take an average over many trajectories to examine the
statistical properties of any observables. The main phys-
ical quantity we address is entanglement entropy. Let us
divide the system into two subsystems A and B, which
have sizes ` and L− ` (` ≤ L/2), respectively. Then, the
entanglement entropy is defined as:

S` := −Tr(ρA log ρA). (3)

where ρA is the reduced density matrix of subsystem A
for a given wave function |ψ〉, that is, ρA = TrB(|ψ〉〈ψ|),
where TrB is the partial trace with respect to part B.
We discuss the trajectory average S̄`, employing a suffi-
cient number of trajectories. We also compute the mu-
tual information as another indicator to detect the MIP.
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FIG. 2. (a) and (b): S̄` as a function of sin(π`/L) (L = 200)
for α = 1.8 in (a) and for α = 0.8 in (b), where the x-axis is log
scale. The CFT behavior can be observed around ` ∼ L/2 as
indicated in (a), where the solid lines are guides for the eyes.
(c) and (d): The mutual information as a function of γ.

To this end, we divide the total system into four subsys-
tems in the order of “a”, “b”, “c” and “d” along the
system (hence, the regions “a” and “d” contact with
each other on the ring geometry). We then consider
the mutual information between the region “a” and “c”,
I(γ, α) = Sa + Sc − Sac, where Sa, Sc and Sac are
the entanglement entropy for the regions “a”, “c”, and
“a”+“c”, respectively. We denote the average values of
mutual information by Ī(γ, α).

Free fermion case.— We first consider the free fermion
case, that is, V = 0. The wave function can be expressed

in the form of |ψ(t)〉 =
∏L/2
m=1

∑L
j=1 uj,m(t) c†j |vac〉.

The many-body wave function is expressed through the
function uj,m(t), where the relation

∑L
j=1 u

∗
j,muj,m′ =

δm,m′ is imposed to guarantee normalization. The
correlation function is calculated using the relation

〈ψ(t)|c†i cj |ψ(t)〉 =
∑L/2
m=1 uj,m(t)u∗i,m(t). In addition, the

entanglement entropy can be computed once the correla-
tion functions are obtained [40]. See the supplementary
material (SM) for these established methods [41].

In Fig. 2 (a) and (b), we show the numerical data
for the entanglement entropy, which is a long-time av-
erage starting from the Neel state. See footnote [42] for
the numerical details used to obtain the data. These
figures show the `-dependence of the entanglement en-
tropy for α = 1.8 and α = 0.8, respectively, for a
fixed length L = 200. As indicated in Fig. 2 (a) with
solid lines, the entanglement entropy around ` ∼ L/2 is
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FIG. 3. (a): Finite-size scaling for the mutual in-
formation with the BKT scenario g(L)γĪ(γ, α) versus

log(Lξ(γ, γc(α))) = logL − ν/
√
γ − γc(α), where ν =

6.0, 5.5, 4.5, and 3.0 for α = 1.6, 1.8, 2.3, and α = ∞, re-
spectively and g(L) = [1 + 1/(2 logL − 4)]−1. (b): Critical
amplitude γc(α) as a function of α. No critical amplitude
exists for α < 1.5.

well fitted by the functional form of the conformal field
theory (CFT) with the effective central charge c(γ, α):
S̄` = (c(γ, α)/3) log2 [(L/π) sin(π`/L)] + const . For the
short-range interaction limit α → ∞, this behavior was
reported in Ref. [19]. In Fig. 2 (a), the entanglement en-
tropies becomes constants for large γ, implying the area
law, while Fig. 2 (a) has no indication of the area law.
Figs. 2 (c) and (d) show the mutual information Ī(γ, α)
between the regime “a” and “c” depicted schematically in
Fig. 2 (c), where the regions “a” and “c” with the length
L/8 are separated by the regime “b” and “d” with the
length 3L/8. Fig. 2 (c) is the result for α = 1.8, where
there is a crossing point γc, while Fig. 2 (d) for α = 0.8
does not exhibit such a crossing phenomenon.

For the free fermion model, the finite-size effect is sig-
nificant [19], and hence it is not trivial to obtain critical
points which separate the sub-volume law phase (non-
zero central charge in S̄`) and the area law phase (con-
stants in S̄L/2). To suppress the size-effects, we use
crossing points as illustrated in Fig. 2 (c) to detect the
critical points. In addition, we consider the Berezinskii-
Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) scenario that was valid for
the short-range limit [19]. We remark that a similar
technique using crossing points has been employed for
several equilibrium systems [43, 44]. Note also that the
mutual information has been employed as a good indica-
tor to detect the MIP in many systems [4, 10, 18]. We
use an ansatz of the finite-size scaling for the BKT sce-

nario [19, 45, 46]: g(L)γĪ(γ, α) = F [log(Lξ(γ, γc(α)))],
where ξ is the BKT-type correlation length ξ(γ, γc(α)) ∼
exp(−ν/

√
γ − γc(α)). Here, γc(α) is the crossing point,

which depends on α. In Fig. 3 (a), we verified that the
scaling ansatz. These scaling data strongly suggest that
γc can be regarded as critical points. In Fig. 3 (b), we
show the behavior of γc(α) as a function of α. In the
gray shaded area (α < 1.5), we can find no critical points
(that is, no crossing point, as shown in Fig. 2 (d) [41]).
Thus, we find that the critical value αc ' 1.5 separates
the absence and existence of the MIP (see Fig. 1).

Analysis based on the entanglement growth rate.—
Next, we discuss the underlying physical mechanism for
the numerical findings in Fig. 3 (b). We argue that the
key component is the growth rate of the entanglement en-
tropy in pure quantum dynamics without measurement.
Note the following expression for the entropy growth rate
under pure quantum dynamics:

Ṡ` = −i‖HAB‖λ(ρ) ,

λ(ρ) := Tr (hAB [ρ, ρA ⊗ 1B ]) ,
(4)

where ρ = |ψ(t)〉〈ψ(t)|, hAB := HAB/‖HAB‖ (‖...‖ is the
operator norm), and 1B is the identity operator for sub-
system B. The Hamiltonian HAB denotes the boundary
interaction between subsystems A and B:

HAB =
∑
i∈A

∑
j∈B

hi,j , (5)

where hi,j is an interaction operator acting on sites i and
j. Of interest is the case where ` = L/2. While the func-
tion λ(ρ) highly depends on the states [47–49], the value
is finite for less entangled states (it is zero, especially for
a decoupled state such as the Neel state). Suppose that
‖HAB‖ is finite. Then, a sufficiently large measurement
amplitude can suppress the entanglement growth, and
hence the MIP should occur. Conversely, when ‖HAB‖
diverges in the thermodynamic limit, the finite measure-
ment amplitude can no longer suppress entanglement
growth, leading to the absence of the MIP. Therefore,
the operator norm ‖HAB‖ should play a central role in
determining the presence or absence of MIPs. We con-
sider the size dependence of the operator norm ‖HAB‖
for ` = L/2 in the free fermion case. We numerically find
that ‖HAB‖ ∝ L1−α (α < 1), ∝ logL (1 < α < 1.5) and
constants (α > 1.5) (see also Fig. S7 in SM [41]). This
explains the absence of MIP for α < 1.5 in Fig. 3 (b).

Sufficient condition for the MIP in generic systems.—
The free fermion model indicates that the behavior of the
boundary interaction Hamiltonian is a key component for
observing the MIP, as it governs the entanglement growth
rate under pure quantum dynamics, and we now use this
key component to make a statement applicable to generic
systems. We discuss the sufficient conditions to observe
the MIP for generic fermion systems. That is, we seek
the value αsc (≥ αc), where for α > αsc, the MIP exists
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FIG. 4. (a) and (b): The mutual information Ī(γ, α) between the farthest two sites for α = 3.0 in (a) and for α = 0.5 in (b). The
values γp indicated by arrows are amplitudes that give the peaks. (c): The system-size dependence of γp. (d): The finite-size

scaling for α = 3.0 with the ansatz Ī(γ, α) = L−βf((γ − γp)L1/ν) with the exponents β = 2.59± 0.02 and ν = 1.4± 0.1.

for generic many-body quantum systems. To this end,
we rigorously derive the following lemma:

Lemma 1 Let us consider a Hamiltonian on the d-
dimensional hypercubic lattice as H =

∑
i<j hi,j such

that ‖hi,j‖ ≤ g/rαi,j, where g is a constant. Then, un-
der the condition of α > αsc with

αsc =

{
d/2 + 1 Bilinear Systems,
d+ 1 Interacting Systems,

(6)

the operator norm ‖HAB‖ is upper-bounded by the bound-
ary area between A and B.

See the SM for rigorous proof [41]. Using this lemma and
the underlying physics, we can make a physical statement
regarding the existence of the MIP:

Statement 1 α > αsc is a sufficient condition for
the existence of the MIP for generic uniform and non-
commuting systems.

Note that the statement is the sufficient condition for
any system to have the MIP, and hence, this does not
exclude that specific models can show the MIP for α <
αsc. True critical value for a specific model, αc, is equal
to or smaller than the value αsc. Intriguingly, in the
bilinear fermion system that we have discussed, the above
statement is optimal, since αc = αsc = 3/2.

Interacting fermion systems.— In the remainder of this
paper, we demonstrate that the above statement is satis-
fied in non-integrable models. We consider the interact-
ing fermion system with V = 1 in (1). We first calculate
the operator norm ‖HAB‖ up to the size L = 256 us-
ing the density-matrix renormalization group technique
[50–52]. We find clear evidence that ‖HAB‖ ∝ L2−α for
α < 2, while they are constants for α > 2 (see Fig. S8 in
SM [41]), from which we anticipate that the MIP appears
for α > 2, which is consistent with Statement 1.

To assess this statement in greater detail, we per-
form the time-evolution calculation up to the system size
L = 22 using the time-dependent variational principle

method [53–55]. See the footnote for the numerical de-
tails [56]. We focus on the mutual information Ī(γ, α)
between between the farthest two sites “a” and “c” that
is depicted in Fig.4 (a), where the regimes “b” and “d”
have L/2− 1 sites.

We show the results for α = 3.0 and α = 0.5 in
Figs. 4 (a) and (b), respectively, as functions of γ for
different system sizes. To discuss the figures, we recall
that many studies so far [4, 10, 18] have established that
in non-integrable systems, the mutual information shows
a peak as a function of γ, where the amplitude giving
a peak denoted by γp is identified as a critical value of
the measurement amplitude separating the volume law
phase for γ < γp, and the area law phase for γ > γp in
the thermodynamic limit. Figs. 4(a) and (b) also show
the peak structure as a function of γ. However, a crucial
observation here is that the values of γp (indicated by
arrows) generally depend on the system size. In the case
of α = 3.0, the values of γp are not affected by the sys-
tem size, especially for large L. For α = 0.5, the values
of γp are strongly affected by the system size, that is, γp
systematically increases with increasing system size.

This systematic change for α = 0.5 indicates that γp
eventually diverges in the thermodynamic limit, leading
to the absence of the MIP. From this observation, the
system-size dependence of γp should be an indicator of
the existence of the MIP. In Fig. 4 (c), we plot the val-
ues of γp as a function of the system size L for various α
values. This figure shows that for α > 2, γp is robustly fi-
nite for sufficiently large system sizes, which means that
the critical measurement amplitude exists even in the
thermodynamic limit; hence, the MIP shows up for (at
least) α > 2. This observation is consistent with State-
ment 1, which states that α > 2 is sufficient to observe
the MIP in one-dimensional generic interacting systems.
As an additional check on the existence of the MIP for
α > 2, we consider the finite-size scaling with the ansatz
Ī(γ, α) = L−βf((γ − γp)L1/ν). In Fig. 4 (d), we show
that the finite-size scaling works well with the exponents
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β = 2.59± 0.02 and ν = 1.4± 0.1. Note that for α < 2,
this scaling is not available since γp varies as increasing
the size. Available analysis for given data are consistent
with Statement 1. In the present interacting system, the
sufficient condition is optimal, since αsc = αc = 2.

Summary .— We have revealed the effects of long-range
interactions on the measurement-induced phase transi-
tion (MIP), which is summarized in Fig. 1. The key
component for the existence of the MIP is the boundary
interaction Hamiltonian under pure quantum dynamics
in the thermodynamic limit. Based on this, we have ar-
rived at sufficient conditions to observe the MIP, as de-
scribed in Statement 1. The numerical results for the
specific models indicate that this condition is optimal.
We hope that this criterion is useful in real experimental
setup with long-range interaction [57–69].
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Note added: After completing this work, we became
aware of complementary works on the measurement-
induced phase transition using long-range quantum cir-
cuits [70] and on the field theoretical argument for the
free fermion systems [71]. The latter work [71] is related
to our sufficient condition in Statement 1 and some clas-
sification of phase transitions is shown.
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PROOF OF THE LEMMA 1

We rigorously show the lemma in the main text, which is restated as follows

Lemma 1 Let us consider a Hamiltonian on a d-dimensional hypercubic lattice as H =
∑
i<j hi,j such that

‖hi,j‖ ≤ g/rαi,j, where g is a constant. Then, under the condition of α > αsc with

αsc =

{
d/2 + 1 Bilinear Systems,
d+ 1 Interacting Systems,

(S.1)

the operator norm ‖HAB‖ is upper-bounded by the boundary area between A and B.

Below, we present the proof of the lemma. We consider a d-dimensional hypercubic lattice with linear size L and unit
spacing. We impose an open boundary condition in the direction perpendicular to the boundary surface. For d ≥ 2,
we additionally impose a periodic boundary condition in the direction parallel to the boundary surface. We can write
the operator norm of the boundary interaction Hamiltonian per boundary surface area A as follows:

‖HAB‖/A := ‖
∑
i∈A

∑
j∈B

hi,j‖/A ≤
∑
i∈A
‖
∑
j∈B

hi,j‖/A , (S.2)

where A is the boundary surface area between A and B, that is, A = Ld−1. We consider the r.h.s. in (S.2). We
first consider the case of bilinear systems. In the bilinear Hamiltonian case, the local Hamiltonian can be generically
written as:

hi,j = (gi,jc
†
i cj + g′i,jcicj + h.c.)/rαi,j , (S.3)

where gi,j and g′i,j are O(1). Then, we estimate the bound in (S.2). To this end, we define

di := µi
−1∑

j∈B
gi,jcj/r

α
i,j , d′i := µ′i

−1∑
j∈B

g′i,jcj/r
α
i,j , ,

µi :=

∑
j∈B
|gi,j |2/r2αi,j

1/2

, µ′i :=

∑
j∈B
|g′i,j |2/r2αi,j

1/2

.

(S.4)

Then, we can estimate the bound in (S.2) as follows

∑
i∈A
‖
∑
j∈B

hi,j‖/A ≤ 2A−1
∑
i∈A

‖c†i ∑
j∈B

gi,jcj/r
α
i,j‖+ ‖ci

∑
j∈B

g′i,jcj/r
α
i,j‖


= 2A−1

∑
i∈A

[
‖c†iµidi‖+ ‖ciµ′id′i‖

]
≤ 2A−1

∑
i∈A

µi + µ′i ≤ 4A−1gmax

∑
i∈A

∑
j∈B

1/r2αi,j

1/2

= 4A−1gmax

L/2∑
x=1

∑
i:dist(i:B)=x

L/2∑
y=1

∑
j:dist(A:j)=y

1/r2αi,j

1/2

= 4gmax

L/2∑
x=1

L/2∑
y=1

∑
j:dist(A:j)=y

1/r2αi0,j

1/2

, (S.5)



where gmax = max({gi,j , g′i,j}), dist(i : B) := minj∈B ri,j , and dist(A : j) := mini∈A ri,j . The site i0 is some point

in the regime A satisfying dist(i0 : B) = x. We have used A =
∑
i:dist(i:B)=x = Ld−1, irrespective of x. Finally, we

consider the r.h.s. in (S.5). For d = 1, we can estimate the bound as follows:

L/2∑
x=1

L/2∑
y=1

∑
j:dist(A:j)=y

1/r2αi0,j

1/2

=

L/2∑
x=1

L/2∑
y=1

1/(x+ y)2α

1/2

=

L/2∑
y=1

1/(1 + y)2α

1/2

+

L/2∑
x=2

L/2∑
y=1

1/(x+ y)2α

1/2

≤ (2α− 1)−1/2 + (2α− 1)−1/2(3/2− α)−1((L/2)3/2−α − 1) , (S.6)

where in advance, we assumed α > 1/2 to obtain the final inequality. For d ≥ 2, we can calculate the r.h.s. in (S.5)
as follows:

L/2∑
x=1

L/2∑
y=1

∑
j:dist(A:j)=y

1/r2αi0,j

1/2

=

1∑
x=1

L/2∑
y=1

∑
j:dist(A:j)=y

1/r2αi0,j

1/2

+

L/2∑
x=2

L/2∑
y=1

∑
j:dist(A:j)=y

1/r2αi0,j

1/2

≤

Γd

L/2∑
y=1

∫ ∞
0

dξξd−2/
[
(1 + y)2 + ξ2

]α1/2

+

L/2∑
x=1

Γd

L/2∑
y=1

∫ ∞
0

dξξd−2/
[
(x+ y + 1)2 + ξ2

]α1/2

=

(ΓdB/2)

L/2∑
y=1

(y + 1)d−1−2α

1/2

+

L/2∑
x=1

(ΓdB/2)

L/2∑
y=1

(x+ y + 1)d−1−2α

1/2

≤ [(ΓdB/2)/(2α− d)]
1/2

+ [(ΓdB/2)/(2α− d)]
1/2
[
(L/2)−α+d/2+1 − 1

]
/(−α+ d/2 + 1) ,

(S.7)

where Γd = 2 for d = 2 and 2π for d = 3, which is the coefficient of the (d − 1)-dimensional spherical surface area,
and B is the beta function, B(−1/2 + d/2, α + 1/2 − d/2). In the calculation, we assumed 2α − d > 0 in advance.
Thus, the bilinear case in (S.1) is proven.

In generic Hamiltonian systems, we cannot use the trick (S.4); hence, we calculate the bound as follows:

∑
i∈A
‖
∑
j∈B

hi,j‖/A ≤ gA−1
∑
i∈A

∑
j∈B

1/rαi,j ≤ g
L/2∑
x=1

L/2∑
y=1

∑
j:dist(A:j)=y

1/rαi0,j . (S.8)

For the d = 1 case, we have

L/2∑
x=1

L/2∑
y=1

∑
j:dist(A:j)=y

1/rαi0,j =

L/2∑
x=1

L/2∑
y=1

1/(x+ y)α ≤ 1/(α− 1) +
[
(L/2)−α+2 − 1

]
/ [(α− 1)(−α+ 2)] , (S.9)

where, in advance, we have assumed α− 1 > 0. For d ≥ 2, the bound is computed as follows:

L/2∑
x=1

L/2∑
y=1

∑
j:dist(A:j)=y

1/rαi0,j =

1∑
x=1

L/2∑
y=1

∑
j:dist(A:j)=y

1/rαi0,j +

L/2∑
x=2

L/2∑
y=1

∑
j:dist(A:j)=y

1/rαi0,j

≤ Γd

L/2∑
y=1

∫ ∞
0

dξξd−2/
[
(1 + y)2 + ξ2

]α/2
+

L/2∑
x=1

Γd

L/2∑
y=1

∫ ∞
0

dξξd−2/
[
(x+ y + 1)2 + ξ2

]α/2
≤ ΓdB

′/ [2(α− d)] + ΓdB
′/ [2(α− d)]

[
(L/2)−α+d+1 − 1

]
/(−α+ d+ 1) , (S.10)

where Γd is the same as in the bilinear case, and B′ is the beta function B′ = B((d − 1)/2, (α − d + 1)/2). In the
calculation, we assumed α− d > 0 in advance. Thus, the condition for generic systems in (S.1) is proven.



NUMERICAL METHOD FOR FREE FERMION SYSTEMS

Let L be the size of a one-dimensional lattice, and let N be the total number of fermions. We consider the free
fermion system as:

H =

L∑
j=1

L/2∑
r=1

1

rα

[
−c†j+rcj − c†jcj+r

]
. (S.11)

Because the Hamiltonian is bilinear, the many-body wave function is always cast in the following form:

|ψ(t)〉 =

N∏
m=1

L∑
j=1

uj,m(t) c†j |vac〉, (S.12)

where |vac〉 is the vacuum state. The relation
∑L
j=1 u

∗
j,muj,m′ = δm,m′ guarantees the normalization 〈ψ(t)|ψ(t)〉 = 1

because b†m :=
∑L
j=1 uj,mc

†
j defines a new fermion operator satisfying the anti-commutation relations

{
bm, b

†
m′

}
=

δm,m′ and {bm, bm′} = 0

The correlation function 〈c†i ci′〉 := 〈ψ(t)|c†i ci′ |ψ(t)〉 is computed using the L × N matrix u. Note that 〈c†i ci′〉 =

δi,i′ − 〈ψ(t)|ci′c†i |ψ(t)〉, and b′0 = ci′ and b†0 = c†i . Then, we have

〈c†i ci′〉 = 〈vac|bNbN−1 · · · b1b′0b†0b†1 · · · b†N−1b†N |vac〉 = detA , (S.13)

Ai,j =

{
〈vac|b′0b†j |vac〉 i = 0, & j = 0, · · · , N
〈vac|bib†j |vac〉 otherwise

, (S.14)

where A is the (N + 1) × (N + 1) matrix. Note that 〈vac|bib†j |vac〉 = δi,j for i, j = 1, · · · , N . Then, after simple
algebra using elementary mathematical properties on the determinant, we obtain the relation

〈c†i ci′〉 =

N∑
m=1

ui,mu
∗
i′,m . (S.15)

The entanglement entropy is computed following the standard argument [40], once the correlation matrix is obtained.
Suppose that we consider subsystem A consisting of ` sites j = 1, · · · , `. Let ρA be a reduced density matrix for
subsystem A, which is generically written in the following Gaussian form:

ρA = exp

(
−
∑̀
m=1

amd
†
mdm

)
/
∏̀
m=1

(1 + e−am) , (S.16)

where dm is a fermion operator connected to the original fermion operator {cj} through a unitary transform dm =∑`
j=1 vm,jcj . Then, the entanglement entropy S` is given as

S` = −
∑̀
m=1

[
〈d†mdm〉 log〈d†mdm〉.+ 〈dmd†m〉 log〈dmd†m〉

]
, (S.17)

where 〈d†mdm〉 can be computed by diagonalizing the correlation matrix D, the element of which is given by Di,j =

〈c†i cj〉 (i, j = 1, · · · , `).
We explain the protocol for computing the time evolution of the wave function ψ(t), that is, equivalently, the time

evolution of the L × N matrix u(t) [19]. (i): We determine the jump time τ = − log(r)/(γN) with a uniformly
distributed random number r ∈ [0, 1]. (ii): During the time duration τ , the unitary time evolution is performed with
the one-particle Hamiltonian h for the matrix u as u(t + τ) = e−ihτu(t). (iii): Site j is measured according to the

probability Pj = 〈ψ(t + τ)|c†jcj |ψ(t + τ)〉/N . (iv): The post-measurement state |ψ′〉 after the measurement of site j
is formally given as

|ψ′〉 =
c†jcj |ψ〉√
〈c†jcj〉

. (S.18)



Using Wick’s theorem, one finds the relation for the correlation function

Di,i′ := 〈ψ′|c†i ci′ |ψ′〉 =


1 i = i′ = j
0 (i = j, i′ 6= i) or (i 6= i′, i′ = j)

〈c†i ci′〉 − 〈c†jci′〉〈c†i cj〉/〈c†jcj〉 otherwise
. (S.19)

The new matrix u is obtained through an SVD decomposition D = uSu†, where Si,i = 1 (1 ≤ i ≤ N) and
0 (N + 1 ≤ i ≤ L).

SUPPLEMENTARY NUMERICAL DATA FOR FREE FERMION SYSTEMS

Here, we present supplementary numerical data for the free fermion system. We first show the crossing behavior of
the mutual information as a function of γ in Fig. S5. See the main text for the definition of mutual information. In
the figures for α = 5.0, 2.0, and 1.6, we clearly see that the data cross each other. However, for α = 1.4, 1.3 and 1.1,
curves overlap each other for the large γ regime and hence, we cannot see the crossing phenomena.

In the main text, we showed the finite scaling analysis for the mutual information. We here show that the central
charges show finite-size scaling. Getting the the mutual information data does not need any fitting procedures, and
hence the mutual information is accurately computable. The central charge is, however, obtained through the fitting
procedure around ` = L/2 for the entanglement entropies S̄` as shown in Fig.1 (a) in the main text. Hence, we should
have in mind that values of central charges are less accurate than the mutual information due to the fitting procedure.
We show the results of finite-size scaling for the central charges in Fig. S6. Within available data, we can see that the
central charges are well scaled with the BKT scenario.

Finally, we show the size dependence of the boundary interaction Hamiltonian HAB , which is defined as

HAB :=
∑
i∈A

∑
j∈B

hi,j =
∑̀
j=1

 L∑
k=L/2+j

1

|L+ j − k|α +

j+L/2∑
k=`+1

1

|k − j|α

[−c†jck − c†kcj] , (S.20)

where we set the subsystem A with length L/2. We numerically calculate the operator norm ‖HAB‖ as a function
of the system size up to L = 25000. The results are shown in Fig. S7. The figures strongly suggest the following
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FIG. S5: Mutual informaations as a function of γ for many cases of α.
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behavior:

‖HAB‖ ∝

 L1−α α < 1 ,
logL 1 < α < 1.5 ,
const. α > 1.5 .

(S.21)

SUPPLEMENTARY NUMERICAL DATA FOR THE INTERACTING SYSTEMS

In this section, we consider the Hamiltonian

H =

L∑
j=1

L/2∑
r=1

1

rα

[
−c†j+rcj − c†jcj+r + V nj+rnj

]
, (S.22)

where we set V = 1. We consider the boundary-interaction Hamiltonian HAB :

HAB :=
∑
i∈A

∑
j∈B

hi,j =
∑̀
j=1

 L∑
k=L/2+j

1

|L+ j − k|α +

j+L/2∑
k=`+1

1

|k − j|α

[−c†jck − c†kcj + V njnk

]
. (S.23)
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We calculate the operator norm ‖HAB‖ using the density-matrix renormalization group technique [50–52] implemented
in the ITensor Library [73]. The results are shown in Fig. S8, which shows the power-law dependence on the system
size L. We fitted the results ‖HAB‖ = aLµ + b at L ≥ 64. The exponents µ are shown as a function of α in the inset,
which indicates that

‖HAB‖ ∝
{
L2−α α < 2 ,
const. α > 2 .

(S.24)

From this dependence, we anticipate that the MIP exists (at least) for α > 2.
We perform time-evolution calculations of the interacting systems using the one-site version of the time-dependent

variational principle method [53–55]. The truncation error is set to be smaller than 10−10, and after each measurement,
we enlarge the bond dimension of the matrix-product state using the global-subspace expansion method [55]. For
each system size, we use the same number of trajectories as in the free fermion case [42]. In Fig. S9, we show the
entanglement entropy for α = 3.0 and α = 0.5, as typical `-dependence for different measurement amplitudes γ. For
the case of α = 3.0, sufficiently strong measurements suppress the entanglement growth, leading to the area law, that
is, they become flat in small ` regimes. Conversely, for α = 0.5, the entanglement entropies never become flat before
L/2, even for large measurement amplitudes. We remark that the entanglement entropy at L/2 is always flat, as seen
in the Page curve for the random matrix.
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